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Appendix: “Cloaking a circular cylinder in water waves”, J. N. Newman (Preprint
submitted to Memorial Issue Prof. Palm – Eur J. Mech. B/Fluids, Sep. 23, 2013)

WAMIT V6
V6.4S
4S

Recent Updates
1 Automatic free surface discretization is applicable for
a)) allll types
t
off b
body
d geometry
t definitions
d fi iti
(ILOWHI=1)
(ILOWHI 1)
b) internal tank free surfaces (ILOWHI=1)
c) submerged bodies (ILOWHI=0 and ILOWHI=1)
d)) other forms of free surface represetation
p
2. Complete second‐order solution for vessels with internal tanks.
(Comparison of forcing evaluated by potential formulation (ILOWHI=1) and
source formulation (ILOWHI=0))
3 Theory Manual Update
4 New Test Examples

1. a) Automatic Free Surface Discretization for various body
representations

IGDEF=1
B-Splines
((test11))

IGDEF=-1 & -4
GEOMXACT
((test13))

IGDEF=2
MS2 model
((test20))

1. b) Automatic Free Surface Discretization for a vessel with
internal tanks

IGDEF=1
Ellipsoidal hull with a rectangular tank
(Discretization on the tank free surface can be improved to
be more efficient.)

1. c) Automatic Free Surface Discretization for submerged bodies

1. d) Other forms of free surface representations
* IFDDEF=1 B-splines
(in the same form as IGDEF=1)
IGDEF 1)
* IFDDEF<0
A l i expressions
Analytic
i
(analogous
( l
to GEOMXACT)
* IFDDEF=2
MS2 (to be included)

2. Complete second-order solution for vessels with internal tanks.
Comparison between ILOWHI=1 and ILOWHI=0

WHI=0

Z
Y
X

Vessel: L=150, B=40, T=15
Tank: L=50, B=24, T=10
Wave heading: 30 deg.

Wave elevations in a tank due to forced surge
g
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Wave elevation at (0.9, 0, 0) on the free surface
of a hemispherical internal tank of radius 1
in vessel with unit surge mode.
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Wave elevations in a tank due to forced heave
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0.98

Wave elevation at the center of the free surface
of a hemispherical internal tank on a vessel
with unit heave motion amplitude
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Sway mean force on the freely floating vessel. ILOWHI=0 (pressure) differs from
ILOWHI=1 (pressure) or momentum at the low frequencies. ILOWHI=0 also shows an
additional peak presumably due to inaccuracy of computational results near the
frequencies of the homogeneous solution of the vertical mode of the internal flow.
momentum
pressure (ILOWHI=1)
pressure (ILOWHI=0, fine)
pressure (ILOWHI=0, coarse)
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Swayy mean force when the heave,, roll and pitch
p
are suppressed.
pp

momentum
pressure (ILOWHI=1)
pressure (ILOWHI=0, fine)
pressure (ILOWHI=0, coarse)
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Difference frequency sway force on the freely floating vessel. ILOWHI=0 differs from
ILOWHI=1. Additional peaks in ILOWHI=0 may be attributed to the inaccurate computational
results from ILOWHI=0 as explained for the mean drift force in the previous slides.
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2nd-order sway force
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Difference frequency sway force, heave, roll and pitch suppressed
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3 Theory Manual Update

Theory Manual Section 4, describing the equations of motion, is being
updated.
The preliminary version is attached.

4

Additional test-run examples

To illustrate i) various options of FDF ii) quadratic forces using control surfaces
and iii) analysis including internal tanks

Equations of motion (preliminary)

As in the equations (4.32) and (4.34), we express the equations of motion in the
forms
mx̂gtt = FT

(1)

,where FT is the total force, and
Ig ω t + ω × Ig ω = T Mg

(2)

The vector compoments in (1) are expressed in the body coordinates system
at rest (BCSR), while those in (2) are in the body-fixed coordinates system
(BFCS).
In (2) Mg is the moment about the center of gravity in BCSR and
T Mg = Mg − α(1) × Mg + ...

(3)

tranforms the components to those in BFCS. Ig ω can be expressed using I about
the origin of BFCS from the relation
ω − mx̂g × (ω
ω × x̂g )
Ig ω = Iω

(4)

where ω in (4) is expressed in BFCS.
In Section 4.1 of WAMIT Theory Manual, the moment due to hydro-static and
-dynamic pressure is evaluated about the origin of BCSR. This will be denoted
by M . The total moment about the same point will be denoted by MT which
includes those due to the gravational forces, MB and the external constraints,
ME . Mg is related to MT by
Mg = MT − x̂g × FT

(5)

To derive the 1st- and 2nd-order equations of motion, we expand x̂g , FT and
MT in the forms
x̂g

= xg + ξ + α × xg + Hxg + ...
1

(1)

x̂(1)
g

= ξ (1) + α(1) × xg

x̂(2)
g

= ξ (2) + α(2) × xg + Hxg

(2)

(x̂gtt
FT

(2)

(1)

(1)

ξtt + αtt × xg )

=

(2)

= ξtt + αtt × xg + Httxg )
X (i) X
(i)
(i)
=
FT =
F (i) + FB + FE
i=1

MT

(x̂gtt

=

Mg(1)

=

Mg(2)

=
=

X

i=0
(i)
MT

i=1
(1)
MT
(2)
MT
(2)
MT

=

X

(i)

(i)

M (i) + MB + ME

i=0

− xg × FT (1)
(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

− xg × FT − x̂(1)
g × FT

(1)

− xg × FT − ξ (1) × FT − (α(1) × xg ) × FT

The 1st order term of T1t , T2t and T are


1 0
0
T1t =  0 1 −α1 
0 α1
1


1
0 α2
1 0 
T2t =  0
−α2 0 1


1
0
α2
1 −α1 
T1t T2t =  0
−α2 α1
1


1
α3 −α2
1
α1 
T =  −α3
α2 −α1
1

(6)

(7)

Then from the equation (4.43), we have






0
0
α1t
ω = T ω̂ = T [ 0  + T1t  α2t  + T1tT2t  0 ]
α3t
0
0



α1t + α2α3t
1
α3 −α2
1
α1   α2t − α1α3t 
=  −α3
α2 −α1
1
α3t + α1α2t


α1t + α2tα3
=  α2t − α1tα3 
α3t + α1tα2
= ω (1) + ω (2) + ...

(8)

where ω̂ is angular velocity expressed in BCSR. The angular velocity ω is related
to the rotational motion amplitude α
(1)
ω (1) = αt

2

(9)

(2)
ω (2) = αt + αqt

(10)

where
αqt


α2tα3
=  −α1tα3 
α1tα2


(11)

The time derivative of ω (2) in the equation (2) is then
(2)
(2)
ω t = αtt + αqtt

(12)

where



(1) (1)
(1) (1)
α2tt α3 + α2t α3t

(1)
(1) (1) 
αqtt =  −α(1)
1tt α3 − α1t α3t 
(1) (1)
(1) (1)
α1tt α2 + α1t α2t

(13)

The 1st- and 2nd-order terms of (1) can be expressed in the forms
(1)

(1)

(1)

m(ξtt + αtt × xg ) = FT

(14)

and
(2)

(2)

(2)

m(ξtt + αtt × xg + Httxg ) = FT

(15)

Similarely, the 1st order term of (2) can be expressed in the forms
(1)

(1)

(1)

Ig ω t = Ig αtt = Iαtt − mxg × (αtt × xg ) = Mg(1)

(16)

and
Ig ω t + ω × Ig ω

(2)

=

Ig (αtt + αqtt) + ω (1) × Ig ω (1)

=

Iαtt − mxg × (αtt × xg ) + Ig αqtt + αt × Ig αt

=

Mg(2) − α(1) × Mg(1)

(2)

(i)

(2)

(i)

(1)

(1)

(17)

(i)

We first consider FT = F (i) + FB + FE . F (0) is the buoyancy force. F (1) and
(0)
(i)
F (2) are given in the equations (4.17) and (4.21). FB = −mgk̂ and FB = 0,
(i)
for i = 1, 2. If FE are linear proportional to the motion amplitude, velocity or
accelation, the force coefficients can be specified in the external force matricies,
C E , B E and M E (in the first 3 rows) such that
(1)

FE = −(M E {

(1)
(1)
(1)
ξ tt
E ξt
E ξ
}
+
B
{
}
+
C
{
})
(1)
(1)
α(1)
αtt
αt

3

(18)

(2)

In general, FE may contain quadractic terms and these are denoted by FEq
(2)

FE = FEq − (M E {

(2)
(2)
(2)
ξ tt
E ξt
E ξ
(2) } + B { (2) } + C { (2) })
α
αtt
αt

(19)

FEq contains all quadratic forces involving the effect of the extenral constraints
not proportional to the motion amplitude. WAMIT does not evaluate FEq nor
this term can be input to WAMIT as the external forces.
Next we consider the right-hand sides of (16) and (17). Using (5) and (6)
(1)

(1)

Mg(1) = MT − xg × FT
(2)

(2)

(20)

(1)

(1)

MT − xg × FT − ξ (1) × FT − (α(1) × xg ) × FT

Mg(2) =

(1)

(1)

−α(1) × MT + α(1) × (xg × FT )
(2)

(2)

(1)

MT − xg × FT − ξ (1) × FT

=

(1)

(1)

−α(1) × MT + xg × (α(1) × FT )

(21)

In (20) and (21), M (1) and M (2) are given in the equations (4.17) and (4.21).
The linear moment due to the gravitational force is

 (1)
(1)
(1)
ξ2 + α3 xg − α1 zg
(1)
(1)
(1)
 (22)
MB = −mg(ξξ + α(1) × xg ) × k̂ = −mg  −ξ1(1) + α(1)
3 yg − α2 zg
0
It contributes to the elements, C(4,2), C(5,1), C(4,6) and C(5,6) as well as
C(4,4) and (5,5).
The second order moment is
(2)

MB

=
=

(2)
−mg(ξξ + α(2) × xg ) × k̂ + MBq

 (2)
(2)
(2)
ξ2 + α3 xg − α1 zg
(2)
 + MBq
−mg  −ξ1(2) + α(2)
3 yg − α2 zg
0

(23)

where
MBq = −mgHxg × k̂

=

−mg



=

−mg



H(1, 1)xg
H(2, 1)xg + H(2, 2)yg
H(2, 1)xg + H(2, 2)yg
−H(1, 1)xg




× k̂
(24)

contributes to the exciting force on the right-hannd site of the equations of
motion
4

As for the force, ME may be input to WAMIT using external force matricies
(the last 3 rows) except the quadratic compoment MEq
(1)

ME = −(M E {

(2)

(1)
(1)
(1)
ξ tt
E ξt
E ξ
(1) } + B { (1) } + C { (1) })
α
αtt
αt

ME = MEq − (M E {

(2)
(2)
(2)
ξ tt
E ξt
E ξ
(2) } + B { (2) } + C { (2) })
α
αtt
αt

(25)

(26)

Again, WAMIT does not evaluate MEq nor this term can be input to WAMIT
as the external exciting moments.
Since we evaluate Mg using the relation (5) where MT is about BCSR
(fixed in space), FE (0) contributes to the moment due to the horizontal motion even if the motion does not change the force from the contraints. C(4,2), C(5,1), C(4,6) and C(5,6) are affected. In WAMIT,
C(4,2)=C(5,1)=0 assuming the horizontal displacement does affect
the equilibrium. In other words, C(4,2) and C(5,1) due to the hori(0)
zontal motion and the effect of FE are implicitly included. Thus user
should not include these contributions to C E . (If the motion increases
the forces due to change of the force in the contraint that should be
included in CE ). On the other hand, C(4,6) and C(5,6) contain the
contributions from the hydrostatic and gravitational forces explicitly.
Thus user should include the terms corresponding to the yaw motion
and F (0) in C E explicitly.
In the rest of the terms in (16) and (17), we use the following relations:

(1)

(2)

= xg × (mx̂gtt )

xg × F T

(1)

(1)

= mxg × (ξtt + αtt × xg )
(1)

(1)

= mxg × ξtt + mxg × (αtt × xg )

(2)

xg × FT

(27)

(2)

=

xg × (mx̂gtt )

=

mxg × (ξtt + αtt × xg + Httxg )

=

mxg × ξtt + mxg × (αtt × xg ) + mxg × Httxg

(2)

(2)

(2)

(1)

ξ (1) × FT

(2)

(28)

(1)

=

ξ (1) × (mx̂gtt )

=

mξ (1) × (ξtt + αtt × xg )

(1)

5

(1)

(29)

(1)

α(1) × MT

=

α(1) × (Mg(1) + xg × F (1))

=

α(1) × (Ig αtt + mxg × ξtt + mxg × (αtt × xg ))

=

α(1) × (Iαtt + mxg × ξtt )

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(30)

(1)

xg × (α(1) × FT ) =

(1)

mxg × (α(1) × (ξtt + αtt × xg ))

(31)

Upon substituting above expressions, (21) and the LHS of the equation (4.21)
Mp + Mq
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

−ρg[−V ξ2 + Awp yf ξ3 + (V zb + L22)α1 − L12 α2 − V xbα3 ]i
(2)

−ρg[−V ξ1 − Awp xf ξ3 − L12α1 + (V zb + L11 )α2 − V yb α3 ]j
(2)

(2)

−Aatt − Bat
(2)

(2)

−(mxg × ξtt + mxg × (αtt × xg ) + mxg × Httxg )
(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

−mξ (1) × (ξtt + αtt × xg ) − α(1) × (Iαtt + mxg × ξtt )
(1)

(1)

+mxg × (α(1) × (ξtt + αtt × xg )) + Me

(32)

to (17) we have

(2)

(2)

(2)

(I + A)αtt + mxg × ξtt + Bαt
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

+ρg[−V ξ2 + Awp yf ξ3 + (V zb + L22 )α1 − L12α2 − V xbα3 ]i
(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

+ρg[V ξ1 − Awp xf ξ3 − L12α1 + (V zb + L11)α2 − V yb α3 ]j
=

(1)

(1)

Mp + Mq − Ig αqtt − αt × Ig αt − mxg × Httxg
(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

−mξ (1) × (ξtt + αtt × xg ) − α(1) × (Iαtt + mxg × ξtt )
(1)

(1)

+mxg × (α(1) × (ξtt + αtt × xg )) + Me

(33)
(0)

Substitution of above expressions to the equation (2), and with F (0) + FB +
(0)
FE = 0 at equilibrium, we have the equations of motion at the 1st and 2ndorder in the form
(1)

(1)

(1)
+ (C + C E )ξ (1) = Fexc

(2)

(2)

(2)
+ (C + C E )ξ (2) = Fexc

[(M + M E + A)]ξtt + (B + B E )ξt
[(M + M E + A)]ξtt + (B + B E )ξt

6

(34)

WAMIT V7 Updates
Outline of updates since 1 October 2012
(Versions 7.04, 7.05, 7.06)

Version 7.04 Release date 1 Nov 2012
1. Bugg fix if zero or infinite wave p
periods are assigned
g
and
IOPTN(4)==0 and IDIFF>‐1
2. .mmx output file added with mass matrix and other
parameters
t used
d ffor post‐processing
t
i
3. ILOWGDF>0 low‐order GDF output file consistent with the
V7 input
p for dipole
p p
patches
4. header of .out file improved. For ILOWHI=1 patch data
include identification of special patches.

Version 7.05 Release date 14 Feb 2013,
updated
d d 26‐27
26 27 Feb
F b 2013
1. minor bugg fixes and code refinements
2. Bug fix for tanks where the waterline is raised or lowered
relative to the exterior free surface elevation (ILOWHI=0)
3. revised handling of MAXSQR error: IER=0 and program
continues running. modified quadrh.f to avoid NaN outputs
for field data

Version 7.06 Release date 15 April 2013
updated
d d3M
May 2013
1. minor bugg fixes and code refinements
2. remove zero or negative periods from PER if IRAD=‐1 and
issue warning statement
3. .mmx file extended to include all exterior force matrices
(cf User Manual Section 5.6)
4 header of out file modified to be closer to Version 6
4.
5. more robust code for NEQN > 46340

USER MANUAL ‐‐ List of Updates and Revisions
h //
http://www.wamit.com/manual.htm
i
/
lh
Updated 3 May 2013
5 2 4 reference to Figure
g
15‐2 changed
g to 15.1
15 1 2 reference to Figure 15.1 changed to 4.1
Updated 15 April 2013
1 2 7 reference to Section 8.8
8 8 changed to 8.5
85
1 2 8 reference added to new mmx le
5 6 9 new section to describe hst and mmx les
8 3 6 last paragraph deleted
12 1 4 reference to out le replaced by mmx le
A 20 81 vertical coordinate changed in text and test20.bpi
12 2 10 Corrected typo test23 wmkerhinge.dat to test23 wmkrhinge.
Updated 1 October 2012
‐ ‐ ‐ Implemented extensive PDF bookmarks for improved navigation of document.
‐ ‐ ‐ Updated reference to equations, sections and figures in Chapters 1, 4, 5, 6 & 7.

Integers on lines above denote (Chapter, Section, Page)

WAMIT v7 for Linux Status Update
• WAMIT v7 for Linux completed March 2012
• RG2WAMIT for Linux built March 2013
– Delivered
D li
d tto ffor ttesting
ti

• WAMIT v7 Lease completed March 2013

October 1‐2, 2013
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Miscellaneous Items
• WAMIT v7 HTML manual available on website
– Improve visibility as topics in manual are now
discoverable by search engines

• WAMIT v7 .msi installer developed
– Make WAMIT installation more successful

October 1‐2, 2013
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Extending WAMIT to Double Precision
Part 1 – Background and Motivation
P t 2 – The
Part
Th Double-Precision
D bl P i i P
Program

by JJ. N.
b
N N
Newman
WAMIT Consortium Meeting
1-2 October 2013

Part 1 – Background and Motivation:
`Cloaking’ a circular cylinder with an outer
structure,, optimized
p
to minimize the scattered
energy and mean drift force
Principal results described last year:
• WAMIT is combined with a multivariate optimizer
(PRAXIS)
• Body geometry represented by GEOMXACT
• parameters representing outer structure are
optimized using PRAXIS

Generalized elliptic
p sections ((axisymmetric)
y
)
K=1, N=number of optimized parameters
Ecyl=0.0727 = energy of uncloaked cylinder, aka E0
N=3 E=0.000222
E/Ecyl=0.00305

N=8 E=0.000022
E/Ecyl=0.00025

N=4 E=0.000128
E/Ecyl=0 00176
E/Ecyl=0.00176

N=16 E=0.000009
E/Ecyl=0 00012
E/Ecyl=0.00012

E/E 0
E

10 -3

10 -4

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

N

Good news: as N

Energy

Bad news: 1E-4 is too large to be conclusive

A nagging
gg g question: Is single-precision
g
accuracy restricting the approach to zero?
10-2

E/E 0
E

10-3
10

-4

10

-5

10-6
10-7
10-8
10

-9

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

N

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Answer: Yes, but only by O(10-100),
at least in this case
Toroid Single Precision
" Double Precision

10-2

E/E 0
E

10-3
10

-4

10

-5

10-6
10-7
10-8
10

-9

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

N

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Question 2: Can we do better
with non-axisymmetric
non axisymmetric structures?
Answer: Yes – much better
Toroid Single Precision
" Double Precision
Non-Axisymmetric " "

10-2
3,1

10-3

4,1
5,1

10

-4

Axisymmetric
(toroid)

6,1

E/E 0

10

-5

9,1

10

12,1

-6

16,1
3,2

10-7

3,3
3,4

10-8
10

3,5

-9

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

N

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Elliptical
sections,
Fourier in
Azimuthal
direction

Best case: N=15,
N 15, E/E = 5.2 E-9
E9

y
x

Another type of surrounding structure:
M 64 N
M=64,
N=15,
15 E/E = 1.8
18E
E-8
8

y

x

Part 2 – The Double-Precision Program
Standard version of WAMIT:
• FORTRAN Single Precision (~ 6-7 D)
• Free-surface Green Function algorithms are
accurate to ~ 4-5 D
• Discretization and integration accuracies are
limited, controlled by input parameters and
internal program tolerance parameters (Most
accurate results require ILOWHI=1)

Extensions for Double-Precision Program:

• FORTRAN Double Precision ( ~ 16 D)
• Free-surface Green Function algorithms based
on series expansions and integral
representations,
t ti
accurate
t to
t ~ 11-12
11 12 D
• Present version is restricted to infinite depth
• Discretization
Di
ti ti and
d iintegration
t
ti accuracies
i are
increased
• Restricted
R t i t d tto ILOWHI
ILOWHI=1
1

Validation of the Double-Precision Program:
Hemisphere on the free surface:

• Z
Zero/Infinite
/I fi it Frequency:
F
Surge/Heave
S
/H
added
dd d
mass = half of displaced mass
(accurate to ~ 12 D)
• K=1: Added-mass and damping coefficients
converge to unique values within 9-11
9 11 D
• Consistency of the results for the minimized
scattered energy
gy appear
pp
to be within 9-10 D

Conclusions
• Results suggest (but don’t prove) that perfect
cloaking is possible
• Axisymmetric configurations are surprisingly good
(E/E ~ 1E-6)
1E 6)
• Non-axisymmetric
y
cases are better (E/E
(
~ 1E-8))
• Proving the existence (or non-existence) of
perfect cloaking is a challenging problem !
• Practical applications of double precision ?

Proposal for WAMIT V70s
Xuemei Zhu

WAMITV64s to WAMITV70s
Two steps involved
– WAMITV64 to WAMITV70
•
•
•
•

Input and output changes
New features
Scratch files eliminated with enough RAM space
Multiple processors

– WAMITV64s to WAMITV70s
•
•

Incorporate all above changes
Update the 2nd‐order subroutines

WAMITV7 Data Storage
WAMITV7 data storage for influence coefficients
– Real components Qr:
4*NLHS* (1+4*ISOR)*(1+ILOG)*NEQN*NEQN
– Complex components Qc:
)
8*NLHS * ((1 + 4*ISOR)*NEQN*NEQN
– Total Q: Qr+NCPU*Qc
– If RAM is sufficientlyy large,
g , all coefficients are
stored in RAM. Otherwise, data is stored in RAM
and hard disk

Additional Data Storage Required
for WAMITV7s
– Additional storage for influence coefficients
Real part of influence coefficient between body and
free surface,
Qf = 4*3*(1+ILOG)*NGEO*NEQN*NTFS
• Qf doubled for direct method
•

– Additional storage for linear solutions
• Potential and velocities on body
Qbp=8*4*NBETA*NLHS*NEQN*NPER
• Potential and velocities on free surface
Qfp=8*6*NBETA*NLHS*NTFS*NPER

– Total additional storage required
•

Q2 = Qf+Qbp+Qfp

Proposed Work
– Combine WAMITV70 with 2nd‐order
order I/O
– Determine how to distribute various arrays in
RAM and hard disk if not enough
g RAM space
p
– Add the 2nd‐order features
– Enable the use of parallel processing for 2nd‐order
order
computation
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Abstract
In the diffraction of water waves by fixed bodies, the scattered waves propagate outward in the far field and attenuate with increasing distance from
the structure. ‘Cloaking’ refers to the reduction in amplitude or complete
elimination of the scattered waves. The possibility of cloaking is of both
scientific and practical interest.
Cloaking is considered here for a circular cylinder on the free surface,
surrounded by one or more additional bodies. Linearized time-harmonic
motion is assumed. A numerical procedure is used to optimize the geometry
of the surrounding bodies, so as to minimize the energy of the scattered
waves. Values of the scattered energy are achieved which are practically
zero at a specific wavenumber, within the estimated numerical accuracy.
This provides tentative support for the existence of perfect cloaking, and
conclusive evidence that structures can be designed to have very small values
of the mean drift force.
Keywords: linear water-wave theory, diffraction, cloaking
Dedicated to the memory of Enok Palm, an inspiring colleague and friend.
1. Introduction
In the three-dimensional diffraction problem, where plane waves are incident upon a fixed structure, scattered waves generally exist in the far field.
The word ‘cloaking’ is used in various fields of wave motion to refer to the
reduction in amplitude or complete elimination of the scattered waves. This
is achieved by modifying the shape of the structure or the properties of the
surrounding medium. ‘Perfect cloaking’ refers to the condition where there
are no scattered waves in any direction. The possibility of perfect cloaking
Preprint submitted to Memorial Issue Prof. Palm - Eur J.Mech.B/FluidsSeptember 23, 2013

in the diffraction of water waves is of scientific interest, since it is not known
if this condition can be achieved with a structure of non-zero volume on or
near the free surface.
Cloaking may also have practical applications in the design of offshore
structures, particularly with respect to the mean drift force. When scattering
occurs the time-averaged second-order pressure exerts a steady drift force on
the structure, in the direction of propagation of the incident waves. This
drift force can be related by momentum conservation to the amplitude of the
scattered waves. Thus the mean drift force is zero if there are no scattered
waves.
Energy is transported by the scattered waves as they propagate outward
on the free surface. The total scattered energy is defined here as the integral
of the rate of energy flux across a control surface surrounding the structure.
In an ideal fluid the mean rate of energy flux is constant, independent of the
control surface. Since the energy is proportional to the square of the wave
amplitude it follows that the amplitude is proportional to the inverse squareroot of the radius. If there are no scattered waves the scattered energy
is equal to zero. Thus the scattered energy is an appropriate measure of
cloaking, analogous to the scattering cross-section in other fields.
Cloaking a bottom-mounted circular cylinder has been considered by
Porter and Newman [1, 2, 3], using an annular bed with variable depth
to refract the waves around the cylinder. Their computations show that
near-zero values of the scattered energy can be achieved by optimizing the
bathymetry of the bed. However the use of variable bathymetry may be
impractical, especially in deep water. Thus the present work considers the
possibility of cloaking a circular cylinder which is fixed on the free surface
in a fluid of infinite depth, by surrounding it with one or more outer bodies.
The dimensions of the inner cylinder are fixed, and the scattered energy is
minimized at a value of the frequency where the product of the wavenumber
and the cylinder draft is equal to one. Linearized time-harmonic motion of
an ideal fluid is assumed.
Two specific types of surrounding structures are used to cloak the inner
cylinder. The first is an array of outer cylinders which surround the inner
cylinder, as shown in Figure 1. This configuration was suggested by the
work of Farhat et al [4], who showed that a large number of small circular
cylinders could be used to cloak an inner cylinder in problems governed by
the two-dimensional wave equation. The second type is a continuous ‘ring’,
such as a torus with constant cross-section or a non-axisymmetric body with
2

varying cross-section. This type was suggested by the results for the arrays of
cylinders, where the scattered energy is reduced progressively by increasing
the number of cylinders and decreasing their spacing. For both types it
is shown that the scattered energy can be reduced to very small values by
optimizing the dimensions and shape of the surrounding structure.
The structures are assumed to be symmetric about the planes x = 0
and y = 0, where the x-axis is in the direction of incident-wave propagation. Symmetry about x = 0 is suggested by reversing time (or conjugating
the solution of the boundary-value problem with complex time-dependence).
Thus, for any structure with no scattered waves, there also are no scattered
waves if the incident-wave direction is reversed. This implies that the structure itself should be symmetric about x = 0. Symmetry about y = 0 is more
obvious, since the incident-wave field is independent of y.
Preliminary results, which are more limited and less accurate, have been
presented in [5]. The possibility of perfect cloaking with an axisymmetric structure was considered there. The results in [5] suggest that this
might be possible, although it would be remarkable if perfect cloaking could
be achieved with such a structure. The results presented here, which are
more accurate, suggest that perfect cloaking can only be achieved with nonaxisymmetric structures.
The theory and computational method are described in Sections 2 and 3.
Results for the two types of surrounding structures are presented in Sections
4 and 5. These results are compared and discussed in Section 6.
2. Theory
A fixed structure consisting of two or more rigid bodies is situated on
the free surface of the fluid, which is inviscid, incompressible, and extends
to infinity in all horizontal directions. The fluid depth is infinite. Cartesian
coordinates x = (x, y, z) are used with z = 0 the plane of the undisturbed
free surface and z positive upwards. Harmonic time-dependence is assumed,
with the velocity potential

(1)
Φ(x, t) = Re φ(x)eiωt .
Here t represents time, ω is the radian frequency, and φ is complex. The
potential is a solution of the Laplace equation
∇2 φ = 0
3

(2)

in the fluid domain. Small amplitude motions are assumed, justifying the
linearized free-surface boundary condition
Kφ − φz = 0 on z = 0,

(3)

where K = ω 2 /g is the wavenumber and g is the gravitational acceleration.
Subscripted lower-case letters denote partial differentiation. Since the fluid
velocity vanishes at large depths,
∇φ → 0 as z → −∞.

(4)

In the diffraction problem the structure is fixed, with plane progressive
waves of amplitude A incident upon it. The Neumann boundary condition
φn = 0

(5)

is applied on the submerged surface S of the structure. The subscript n
denotes the normal derivative, with n positive in the direction out of the
fluid domain. The potential is defined in the form
φ = A(φI + φS )

(6)

where φI is the incident-wave potential and φS is the scattering potential,
both for unit amplitude A. Without loss of generality it can be assumed that
the incident waves propagate in the positive x direction, and thus
φI =

g Kz−iKx
e
.
ω

(7)

The boundary-value problem is completed by imposing the radiation condition in the far-field, which can be expressed in the form
φS '

g H(θ) Kz−iKR−iπ/4
√
e
ω 2πKR

as R → ∞.

(8)

Here (R, θ) are polar coordinates with x + iy = Reiθ . The function H(θ),
which represents the amplitude of the scattered waves, is known as the
Kochin function. Following the analysis in [6], the Kochin function can be
evaluated by applying Green’s theorem, with the result

ZZ 
ωK
∂
H(θ) =
φSn − φS
eKz+iK(x cos θ+y sin θ) dS.
(9)
g
∂n
S
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The normalized rate of scattered energy is given by the dual relations
Z 2π
1
E=
|H(θ)|2 dθ = −2Im {H(0)} .
(10)
2π 0
The equivalence of these two relations follows from Green’s theorem, as shown
in [6], or more physically from the conservation of energy applied to the total
potential (6). In other types of wave diffraction this equivalence is known as
the optical theorem.
If the structure is symmetric about x = 0, the symmetric and antisymmetric components of the potential φS satisfy Neumann boundary conditions on the body where the normal derivatives are real and imaginary,
respectively. If there is no scattered energy these potentials vanish at infinity faster than a radiated wave, and satisfy the homogeneous boundary
condition (3) on the free surface. It follows that the symmetric and antisymmetric components of the potential are respectively real and imaginary
throughout the fluid domain, assuming uniqueness. This property has important effects for the mean second-order pressure and drift force, as will be
noted below.
3. Computational method
Our objective is to surround a prescribed inner body with one or more
outer bodies which are optimized to minimize the scattered energy of the
combined structure. The inner body is a circular cylinder with radius 0.5m
and draft 1.0m. The optimization is performed at the wavenumber K = 1,
using non-dimensional parameters normalized by the unit draft. The energy
E is normalized by the corresponding value for the uncloaked cylinder, E0 =
0.0727344. The energy ratio E/E0 is defined in this manner.
The computational approach combines a three-dimensional radiationdiffraction code based on the boundary-integral-equation method (BIEM)
with a multi-variate optimization code (PRAXIS). The BIEM code, a modified version of the program WAMIT [7], evaluates the scattered energy for a
structure with specified geometry which is defined parametrically. PRAXIS,
which is described in [8], searches for optimum values of the geometric parameters such that the scattered energy is minimized.
In the BIEM the unknown potential is the solution of an integral equation
over the boundary surface of the fluid domain, based on Green’s theorem.
The free-surface Green function is used to reduce the computational domain
5

to the body surface (the submerged surface of the structure). The geometry
of the body surface is mapped analytically to a set of square domains in a
two-dimensional parametric space, and the potential is represented in these
domains by continuous B-splines. A Galerkin method is used to reduce the
integral equation to a linear system, which is solved by Gauss reduction.
Further details are given in [7] and [9]. The scattered energy E is evaluated
using the two alternative values in (10), and the maximum of these two values
is used as the objective function.
PRAXIS iterates to find optimum values of the geometric parameters
which minimize the objective function. Typically a large number of iterations
is required, on the order of 1000 for the results presented here. In many cases
it is necessary to re-start the optimization with modified initial values of the
parameters, to avoid false convergence.
In the simplest cases presented here there are three geometric parameters.
For the array of circular cylinders these include their radius r, draft d, and
the radius R0 of their axes from the center of the inner cylinder, if these
parameters are the same for all of the outer cylinders. For the torus the
corresponding parameters are the major and minor semi-axes of the elliptical
cross-section and the radius. For more general geometries the number of
parameters N is increased. As expected, the minimum value of E is reduced
by increasing N.
The principal restrictions on the computational accuracy are in the BIEM,
due to the discretization used in the Galerkin method and in the integration
of the solution over the body surface, and also due to the evaluation of the
free-surface Green function and its derivatives. The discretization accuracy
is controlled by increasing the panel subdivisions in the parametric space,
and judging the accuracy of the results from convergence tests. The accuracy of the numerical integrations is controlled by increasing the number of
panels, and by using adaptive quadratures for the Rankine (singular) part
of the Green function. The accuracy of the Green functions depends on the
algorithms used for their evaluations, as discussed below.
The results presented in [5] were obtained using a single-precision BIEM
code which was adapted from the standard version of WAMIT [7]. The
absolute accuracy of the hydrodynamic parameters including the scattered
energy is estimated to be between 3 and 5 decimals. The minimum values of
E/E0 achieved with this code are on the order of 10−4 . From the viewpoint
of practical engineering applications these values are effectively zero, but for
the scientific objective of establishing the existence of perfect cloaking they
6

are too large to be conclusive.
In order to extend the accuracy of the present work a double-precision
BIEM program has been developed from WAMIT. A special subroutine is
used to evaluate the free-surface Green function and its derivatives, based on
the integral representations and expansions in [10]. This achieves absolute
accuracies of approximately 12D (decimals) for the Green function and 11D
for its first derivatives. Test computations have been made for the added mass
and damping of a floating hemisphere. For zero- and infinite-frequencies,
where the surge and heave added-mass coefficients are equal to half of the
displaced fluid mass, the results are correct to about 12D. Convergence tests
at the wavenumber K = 1 indicate that the accuracy of the added mass and
damping is between 9D and 11D. Similar accuracy is suggested by comparison
of the two alternative equations (10) for the scattered energy. The results
presented below are consistent with these estimates, with minimum values
of the energy ratio E/E0 of order 10−8 .
4. Arrays of circular cylinders
In this Section we consider structures where the inner cylinder is surrounded by an array of M outer cylinders. In the most general case each
outer cylinder has a radius rm and draft dm , with its vertical axis at (Rm , θm ),
where (m = 1, 2, ..., M). The entire structure is fixed on the free surface. Five
different arrays are considered with M=(4,8,16,32,64). Optimum values of
the parameters (rm , dm , Rm , θm ) are computed to minimize the energy. Since
the structures are assumed to be symmetric about x = 0 and y = 0 the
maximum number of independent parameters is N = M.
First we consider the simplest case where the parameters rm = r, dm = d
are the same for all of the cylinders, which are uniformly spaced around
a circle of radius R0 as shown in Figure 2. In this case there are N =
3 optimization parameters. The results are summarized in Table 1. The
scattered energy ratio decreases as the number of cylinders M is increased.
The minimum value obtained is E/E0 = 0.0066 for M = 64. Figure 3 shows
the scattered energy E for a range of wavenumbers. The results for N ≥ 8
are practically the same, with very small values at K = 1 and less energy in
the interval 0.7 < K < 1.2 compared to the uncloaked inner cylinder. Thus
broadband cloaking is achieved, within this range of wavenumbers.
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M
4
8
16
32
64

r
0.2989
0.2934
0.1963
0.1309
0.0847

d
0.5857
0.6888
0.6920
0.6715
0.6007

R0
2.2091
2.2032
2.1579
2.0991
2.0128

E
0.0214
0.0018
0.0014
0.0009
0.0005

E/E0
0.2938
0.0252
0.0196
0.0125
0.0066

Table 1: Optimized parameters of the arrays where the outer cylinders all have the same
dimensions, with uniform spacing (N = 3).

More general configurations follow by considering different values of the
optimization parameters for each cylinder, defined by the Fourier series




J
rm
ajm
X
 dm  =
 bjm  cos 2(j − 1)θm (m = 1, 2, ..., M/4).
(11)
j=1
Rm
cjm

Except as noted below, the angles θm are uniformly spaced around a circle,
with
π
θm =
(2m − 1).
M
The number of optimization parameters is N = 3J , where J ≤ M/4.
Figure 4 shows the optimized energy ratio for different values of M and
N. The scattered energy is reduced substantially by varying the parameters
for each cylinder; adding only the Fourier term j = 2 in (11) reduces E/E0
to between 10−4 and 10−7 , depending on the number of cylinders. For the
array with 64 cylinders and 15 optimization parameters, E/E0 = 1.8 × 10−8 .
A perspective view of this structure is shown in Figure 1. (The energy ratio
for M=32, N=15 is smaller, with the value E/E0 = 1.5 × 10−8 , but this is
considered to be an anomaly due to the limits of the numerical accuracy.)
Figure 5 shows the variation of the parameters (rm , dm , Rm ) around one
quadrant of the array, for the best configurations with different numbers of
cylinders. The most significant variation is for the depth d, which is relatively
large at the up-wave and down-wave ends of the array and small on the sides,
as shown in Figure 1.
One additional generalization which can be included is nonuniform azimuthal spacing between the outer cylinders. If the angles θm are defined
by Fourier series analogous to (11), N = 4J . The only cases where this is
relatively advantageous are for 4 and 8 cylinders, as shown in Figure 4.
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Similar results have been obtained from limited computations with other
types of bodies, and for a fluid of finite depth.
5. Continuous rings
In this Section we consider structures where the inner cylinder is surrounded by a continuous ring. The simplest example is a torus with semielliptical cross-sections defined by
R = R0 + b sin ψ,
z = −d cos ψ.

(12)
(13)

Here (R, z) are cylindrical coordinates with R the radius from the vertical
z−axis. The parametric coordinate ψ varies between −π/2 on the inner
waterline and π/2 on the outer waterline, with ψ = 0 at the deepest point
of the section. The three optimization parameters include the radius R0 of
the toroidal axis, the horizontal semi-axis (half-beam) b, and the vertical
semi-axis (depth) d.
More general rings are defined using Fourier series to represent both the
dependence on the parametric coordinate ψ, and the azimuthal variation
depending on θ:
R =

I
X
i=1

Ri cos 2(i − 1)θ
+

"J
I
s
X
X
i=1

z = −

I
X
i=1

Sij sin jψ +

Jc
X
j=1

j=1

!

di cos 2(i − 1)θ cos ψ.

#

Cij cos jψ cos 2(i − 1)θ,

(14)

(15)

The number of optimization parameters (Ri , Sij , Cij , di ) is N = I × (Js + Jc +
2). Two specific cases will be considered: (a) axisymmetric rings (I = 1) with
(Js = Jc ) and (N = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16), and (b) non-axisymmetric rings
with elliptical sections where (Js = 1, Jc = 0) and (N = 3I = 3, 6, 9, 12, 15).
Optimized values of the energy ratio are shown for both cases in Figure 6.
Figure 7 shows the cross-sections of the axisymmetric rings. For (N > 3)
these have a substantial inclination, radially inward for increasing depth,
compared to the vertical axis of the semi-ellipse (N=3). The sections are
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rather extreme for (N > 4), and give relatively small reductions of the energy.
The smalest value E/E0 = 1.7 × 10−6 is achieved with N=16.
The energy ratios of the non-axisymmetric rings are substantially smaller,
as shown in Figure 6. The smallest value E/E0 = 5.2 × 10−9 , which is
obtained with the maximum number of optimization parameters (N = 15),
is within the estimated limit of computational accuracy. This configuration
is shown in Figures 8 and 9.
Comparison of the results in Figure 6 suggests that perfect cloaking may
be possible, but only with a non-axisymmetric ring. Notwithstanding this
hypothesis, surprisingly small values of the scattered energy can be achieved
with axisymmetric structures.
Figure 10 shows the amplitude of the scattered waves for the structure
in Figure 8, at K=1. The waves between the cylinder and the surrounding
ring are relatively large. Outside the ring they decay rapidly with increasing
radius, relative to the uncloaked cylinder. Since the real part of the potential
is symmetric about x = 0 and the imaginary part is anti-symmetric, the
amplitude of the scattered waves is the same in all four quadrants.
The first-order exciting force is shown in Figure 11(a). The separate
components acting on the inner cylinder and outer ring are shown as well
as the total force on the complete structure. By comparison with the uncloaked cylinder, the total force is increased for long wavelengths (K < 1)
and decreased substantially for shorter waves. The separate components are
relatively large but with opposite phases, and the total force is close to zero
near K = 1.47. For K < 1 the force on the inner cylinder is practically the
same as for the uncloaked case. At K = 0.98 the force on the outer ring is
close to zero.
The drift force in Figure 11(b) is similar to the scattered energy, as expected, with very small values near K = 1. It is interesting to note that
the separate components have simple zeros close to this point, crossing in
opposite directions. Since the symmetric and anti-symmetric components of
the potential are respectively real and imaginary, there is no anti-symmetric
component of the second-order mean pressure and no drift force acting on
symmetrical sub-elements of the body. The total drift force is positive (or
zero); within the accuracy of the plot it appears to have a second-order zero.
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6. Conclusions
Examples of broadband cloaking have been demonstrated for a circular
cylinder in deep water. Two types of surrounding structures are used, an
array of smaller cylinders and a continuous ring. In both cases the total
scattered energy is reduced substantially for wavenumbers near K = 1. This
may have practical applications, particularly to reduce the mean drift force
on offshore structures.
The most interesting question from the scientific standpoint is whether
perfect cloaking can be achieved. It is generally assumed that diffraction by
a fixed structure involves non-zero scattered waves which propagate outward
in the far field. This phenomenon is intuitively obvious. The possibility
that structures exist for which there are no scattered waves, even at one
wavenumber, may be considered surprising if not impossible.
The present work is based on a program with greater accuracy than is
generally required for normal engineering analysis. The standard version of
the radiation-diffraction code WAMIT, which was used for the earlier work
reported in [5], has a maximum accuracy of 4 or 5 decimals. This was not
sufficient to show significant differences in the minimum scattered energy of
asixymmetric and non-axisymmetric structures. The extended program used
here is considered to have an absolute accuracy for the present results on the
order of 9 or 10 decimals. The comparison in Figure 6 shows a substantial
reduction in the minimum scattered energy for structures which vary in the
azimuthal direction, and suggests that perfect cloaking can only be achieved
with non-axisymmetric structures.
The minimum computed value of the scattered energy for the cylinder
arrays in Section 4 is E = 1.1 × 10−9 . The minimum value for the continuous
rings in Section 5 is E = 3.8×10−10 . These are evidently at or near the limits
of the computational accuracy, and cannot be distinguished from perfect
cloaking. They provide tentative numerical evidence for the existence of
perfect cloaking. The establishment of a rigorous analytic proof to support
(or refute) this statement is a challenging goal for future research.
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Figure 1: Perspective view of the structure with M = 64 outer cylinders and N = 15
optimization parameters. Only the submerged surfaces are shown, with the upper edge of
each cylinder in the plane z = 0.
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Figure 2: Plan view of the structures with M = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 outer cylinders and N = 3
optimization parameters as shown in Table 1. The incident waves propagate in the xdirection, which is horizontal in the above figures.
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Figure 3: Scattered energy for the uncloaked cylinder (M = 0) and the five optimized
structures shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Scattered energy ratios of the structures with M = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 outer cylinders.
N is the number of optimization parameters.
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Figure 5: Azimuthal variation of the cylinder dimensions r, d, R0. The symbols indicate
the angular position of the cylinders in each array. The number of optimization parameters
is the maximum for each array shown in Figure 4. Note that the scale is different in each
figure.
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Figure 6: Scattered energy ratios of the structures with axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric rings. N is the number of optimization parameters. For N=3 both types of
ring reduce to a torus with semi-elliptical sections.
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Figure 7: Cross-ections of the axisymmetric rings. The number of optimization parameters
N is shown for each section.

Figure 8: Perspective view of the non-axisymmetric structure with elliptical cross-sections
and N=15 optimization parameters. In this case there are 5 Fourier modes in the azimuthal
direction. One quadrant is omitted for clarity.
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Figure 9: Azimuthal variation of the radii of the outer and inner waterlines and depth d
for the non-axisymmetric ring shown in Figure 8. The dashed line is the radius of the axis.
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Figure 10: Amplitude of the free-surface elevation for the structure shown in Figure 8 at
θ = (0, 30, 60, 90) degrees from the x-axis, normalized by the amplitude A of the incident
waves. The gaps in the curves correspond to the segments of the free surface between the
inner and outer radii of the ring, as shown in Figure 9. The continuous dashed line is the
amplitude for the uncloaked cylinder, at θ=0.
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Figure 11: Horizontal forces acting on the structure shown in Figure 8 including the firstorder exciting force (a) and second-order mean drift force (b). The dashed lines are the
forces acting on the uncloaked cylinder.
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